Margaret C Anderson
Margaret Anderson, who ran a literary zine called The Little Review for 30 years...from 1899 to 1929. She is abrasive, headstrong, petulant, and pretty much the most fabulously outspoken radical American literary voice I’ve come across. It’s inspiring, because she lived in gross and utter destitution, and poured every cent that came in to the Little Review. One more note: I read the 1930 hardback version of this book, which is beautiful and a pleasure to hold. ...more. flag Like · see review. Jun 17, 2008 Maureen rated it it was amazing. My Thirty Years' War by Margaret Anderson, 9780818002106, available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience. By using our website you agree to our use of cookies. Home. Contact us. The Thirty Years' War was a war fought primarily in Central Europe between 1618 and 1648. One of the most destructive conflicts in human history, it resulted in eight million fatalities not only from military engagements but also from violence, famine, and plague. Casualties were overwhelmingly and disproportionately inhabitants of the Holy Roman Empire, most of the rest being battle deaths from various foreign armies. The deadly clashes ravaged Europe; 20 percent of the total population of Germany...
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